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THE REORGANIZATION OF THE PRESIDENCY OF VIETNAM 

I. INTRODUCTION--THE ROLE OF THE PRESIDENCY 

The Presidency of the government of Vietnam has taken on heightened im

portance as a result of two recent developments. Most recent and most important 

is the national revolution culminating in the deposition of the former Chief of 

State, the establishment of the Republic, and the election of Ngo Dinh Diem as 

Chief of State and President of the Republic. With the independence of Vietnam 

an established fact, the soundness of its governmental ira t1tut1ons, parttcul.arly 

those providing overall direction and coordination, becomes crucial for the 

f uture well-being of the nation. But at the same time, this very problem of 

overall direction and coordination has become more complex and difficult be-

cause of the assumption by the government of additional functions and responsi

bilities in very recent years--notably in the fields of foreign affairs, national 

defense, and economic development. In view of these closely related developments, 

the alacrity with which the government has looked to the reform and moderniza

tion of its institutions augurs . well for the f uture. ·The present study, executed 

under conditions of urgency, is submitted in the hope that 1t will contribute 

to this reform and modernization, and thus in the long run to the freedom, inde

pendence, and well-being of ~he Vietnamese people. 

Before discussing the Presidency of the Republic of Vietnam, a few general 

observations on the role of governmental chief executives may help clarify the 

ideas in terms of which the analysts was made. The executive function is at 

least a triple one. First, the executive must take the lead in the development 

of policy--in the determination of what is to be done. Because of the complex

ity of modern governmental functions; adequate means must be provided for the 

coordination of the activities of the many people and organizations contributing 
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to the development of policy. The end product must be, on the whole, integrated 

and harmonized, and must represent a series of the most reasonable choices from 

adequately examined alternatives. This role of executive leadership in policy 

development is as necessary in democratic government as tn any other kind of 

government, for the wisdom of the decisions made by a representative legisla-

ture will be heavily influenced by proposals submitted to it by the chief ex-

ecutive. Secondly, the executive must see to the effective execution of what has 

been decided upon, and this also requires complex means of coordination and con-

trol. Included in the latter are the means and 1nstTumental1ties for insuring -

good management throughout the _gove;rnment, such as provtding competent personnel 

and giving them adequate organizational and financial tools to do the job, making 

sure that they understand what they are to do, ano checking to find how well they 

did it--or if not, why not. The third function links policy execution back to 

the first one of policy development by providing means for the reporting to the 

chief executive, the legislature, and the public the results of the policies 

which they have, in collaboration, adopted. 

A common thread running through these three aspects of the executive rune-

tion is communication. The chief executive needs both individual and organiza-

tional help in collecting information of many kinds from a multitude of sources, 

in transmitting it to appropriate poin~s for analysis and comparison with other 

information, in synthesizing it with wish or will into decisions, and in com-
, 

municating the decisions to and through a whole series of f urther points . . Thus 

controlling the complicated flow of communication becomes one of the basic means 

of developing policy and controlltng its execution 1n an organization. 

Although at first sight this would seem to imply a need for more ·and more 

centralization, the very complexity of the jobs of coordinating policy develop-

ment, execution, and reporting meahs that the executive must leave as much of 

the work as possible to others, and this includes the executive as an institution 
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as well as a person. ~he Presidency, in other words, should not compete with 

the departments or ministries or take over functions which they can perform in 

coordination with each other. Instead, the executive must interest itself pri

marily in those functions that cut across the whole of the administrative struc

ture, the control of which assures coordination and integration of policy in 

its various phases. The role of the executive is to lead, advise, stimulate co

<?Peration, and to control directly only where nec essary. 

Finally, let it be said that no way has y~t been found for completely sys

tematizing or rationalizing thes~ comp-Heated functions. E'ren the best admin

istrative machinery can only set the stage, so to speak, for a drama which will 

still demand the utmost in pe~forma!'lce f ... ·om. tr,c plnyers. Success still depends 

on providing competent personnel, personnel infused with a spirit ~f teamwork, 

flexible cooperat~on, breadth of view, and leadership. 

II. PROBLEMS OF THE PRESIDENCY O!' VIETNAM 

The problems which hP.ve been identified in the survey of the Presidency are 

problems which are in some degree common to moot centers of governmental deci

sion and communication. The pressures for political decision and administrative 

management which are channeled in from all parts of the governme;it are sufficient 

to put severe strains on any organizational structure, to say nothing of the 

weight to be borne by the indtv:l.dunls who man 1t. Thus it is· not at e:ll sur

prising that the neatnt::ss and symmetry of the organization chart shown on the 

following page does not accurately represent the structure of the Presidency 

viewed in terms of the actual interpersonal relat:Lonsh1.ps and channels of com

munication. The problems which are discussed below 'r;articul arly those in 

section B) will serve to point out some of the differ~nces between the formal 

and the actual organization, and they will filso ind1.ca.te some of the shortcom

ings of the structure as formally conceived. This list of problems is not 
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exhausttve, but tt contains the most important ones--those which press most for 

solution as early as possible. 

A. General Problems 

{l} Coordination. · There is a clear need for better coor·dination 

of the work of the Pr·esidency. Often various organs of the 

Presidency do not learn of matters which will require their 

action until just before that action is required. Each ser-

vice is not continually aware of what the others ax•e doing or 

planning to do, with the result that it ts difficult to co

ordinate their own actions with those of the other services. 

This problem is due in part to the compartmentalization of 

the Presidency and the resulting insufficient communication 

between the various uni ts of .orge.nization. But it ts also 

due to the fact that the roles of several key people in the 

Presidency are not clearly defined; thus there can be uncer

tainty as to who is suppost::d to be doing what, when he should 

be doing it, 2nd who should be informed about it. Specific 

asstgnments of work (such as studying a parttcular problem to 

prepare a recommendation, drafting a speech, or contacting a 

Department to discuss or handle a particular matter) are · ~ome

t1mc.s given to individuals other then those who are nor·mally 

expected to receive such assignments. In other words, specific 

work assignments do not always follow standar·d or past practices, 

and in some areas there are no standa::-d practices. Perfection 

in such matters could seldom be appro~ched even under the best 

of circumstances, and emergency situations do arise wh0n the 

handling of a question must be assigned to the nearest person 

at hand. But confusion co~ld be avoided if everyone, from the 
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President on down, gave more attention to the need for systematic 

work assignments and to the need for keeping everyone concerned 

regularly informed abQut things that are being done and plans 

that are being made. 

(2) Delegation. One Qf the first things to bt noticed about the 

work of persons in important positions in the Presidency is that 

there is too much of it. The work load that is borne by such 

persons ts crushing, and a stgnificant token of the quality of 

such officials and of their devotion to the President and to 

the ideals which he se<;ks is the fact that no one complains about 

the amount ot work. But in most cases a significant proportion 
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of this problem is caused by insufficient delegation. Often 

matters of relatively small importance require the attention or 

signature of officials who badly need more time for dealing with 

matters of great significance. The tendency to minimize delega

tion is due partly to traditional administrative practice; partly 

it is due to the way decrees, arretes, etc. a re written (requiring 

Presidentlal signature, for cxnmple). Sometimt!S the load of work 

on people at the top of the hierarchy ts caused by the unwilling

ness of subordinate personnel to accept responsibility, and eon

versely, tho$e at the top may lack complete confidence in the wis

dom and ~ompetence of th~ir subordinates. But none of these prob

lems are insoluble, and it should be possible to reduce some of 

the pressure on key persons. Some of the :recommendations in 

Part III of this report deal with this m~t~er directly or indirectly. 

(3) Distinction between auxiliary and direct services. One way to 

classify or analyze the kinds of work done by components of the 

Presidency is to distinguish, on the one hand, between persons 
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and units whose work consists chiefly of preparing, informing} 

following up on, or.otherwise a:tding the President in making the 

polttical and administrative decisions which he must make, and on 

the other hand, persons and units whose work consists .chiefly of 

providing common services and generally facilitating the work of 

those in the former category. The distinction is not always a 

clear one, but in most cases it is possible to identify organiza

tional unit~ which are directly engaged in the formulation of 

governmental policy and those which are engaged primarily in pro

viding auxiliary services. The work of the former may vary 

widely from day to day in subject matter and in degree of' urgency, 

ns we::ll as in the way it has to be handled. The highly important 

work of the latter ts more uniform, and its flow is more regular 

and more susceptible of being systematized. 

In the present organization of' the Presidency, the units 

engaged in auxiliary or facilitative functions are not grouped 

under the same head, and some of the persons whose primary re

sponsibiHty is to r-.id the Pr•esident in policy formulation are 

also charged with the direction and coordination of auxiliary 

services: This ts particularly applicable to the Direction du 

Cabinet, but also applies to the Secr~tariat G~n~ral. In at 

least one case, filing, each of these two components of the 

Presidency maintains its own auxiliary service. This manner of 

distributing the direction and control of auxiliary serv'lces is 

less economical than would be grouping them all under one head. 

Also, the problem of coordinating this wor•k, so essential to 

the effective functioning of the Presidency as a whole, would 

be simplified. 
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(4) Distinction between work req\.t1r1ng immediate decisions and hand-

(5) 

~and that requiring or permitting lengthy study and analysis. 

The d1stinct1on indicated here is perhaps harder to make with re-

spect to the work itself than the distinction discussed above. 

But it is easier to make organizationally, that 1s, with regard 

to the organizational units or persons doing it. However, one 

would note two things in se€king to identify, in the present · 

organization of the Presidency, persons whose primary work is to 

collect information and documenta.tion, study and analyze problems, 

and prepare recomrnend8.tions on th.e basis of such study. First, 

the number of persons charged with such work is very small. Second, 

those few who are engaged in such work are also involved in the 

day to day flow of decision-making and management of matters 

which do not require or which cannot await more thorough study 

and analysis. Also, therE: are not available enough persons with 

speciRliZed knowledge or experience in economics and finance, pub-

lie administration, military affairs, social problems, etc. As a 

consequence, many decisions must be made in the absence of vital 

information and careful analysis. While 1t is true that most such 

study and analysis should be done in the various Departments of 

the government, it is also true that the Presidency, if it is to 

effectively direct snd coordinate the various Departments, also 

needs more qualified persons in these fields than it has at present. 

Need for better trained subordinate personnel. ---------·----- - . - If the quality and 

competence of the top level and managerial personnel of the Prest-

dency is gratifyingly high, it is also true that the organizational 

depth of tnis layer of ability e.. nd competence does not extend very 

far. In other words, there is R strong need for better trained 
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and more able personnel below the level of the chefs de service 

and chefs de bureau. This need ls particularly apparent in the 

units responsible for press relations, protocol, and cryptography . 

. In these areas the shortage of trained subordinate personnel is 

perhaps the main obstacle to effective delegation. The heads of 

these units must spend so much time in close supervision or in 

handling details themselves that their effectiveness ls hampered. 

While this problem extends throughout the government of Vietnam, 

' 
it is particularly serious to find it in the Presidency, which 

has to assume leadership and overall direction and coordination 

of government policy. · 

(6) Lack o_f space and . gen~l facilities. A final general problem 

that harasses all components of the Presidency is the lack of 

office space and material facilities. Over the past year the 

number of personnel attached to the Presidency has grown from 

. 134 to about 280.-an increase of over 100 per cent. All of 

these employees have ·been crowded into Independence Palace, a 

structure that was not designed to house a large administrative 

and office force. It is not necessary to describe in detail the 

problems of overcrowding, inconvenient arrangement of offices, 

and lack of privacy for many. It is obvious, however, that lack 

of space alone contributes to the difficulty of work~ng in the 

Presidency, both materially and in terms of the morale of Pres!-

dency personnel. 

The same may be said about office furnishings, machinery, 

and other equipment. The present study made no attempt to 

assess the adequacy of such facilities, but observation and 

occasional remarks by Presidency personnel tend toward the 
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conclusion that more thorough investigation in this direction 

would reveal a pr.oblem of perhaps significant dimensions. 

B. Specific Problems 

10 

The division of this discussion under the headings 11 general11 and 

"specific" problems is not meant to imply any lesser importance for 

the problems about to be considered. On the contrary, some of the prob

lems yet to be listed below are more serious than most of those already 

discussed. They are problems which are immediately identifiable, which 

concern specific units or services of the Presidency, and which lead 

to proposals for specific organizational and p1•ocedural changes. 

(7) Organization of the P~)dent•s work day. The time of the chief 

executive is one of a nation•s scarecest and most valuable re

sources, and a.s such has to be carefully guarded and conserved 

for expenditure only where it will accomplish the most. The de

mands on his time will always exceed the supply. Both he and 

those responsible for assisting him must give careful attention 

to the problem of making the most effective use of it. This 

involves both the careful scheduling of his working hours and 

the careful screening and selection of the matters to which he 

gives hts attention. The comments on delegation which have al

ready been made are pertinent here, as well as those on careful 

assignment of individual work projects .or pieces of business. 

Although a standard schedule for the President 1 s work day ex

isits, it is not always followed as carefully as it could be; 

the work allotted to. a given period of the day turns out to take 

longer than the time allowed by the schedule, with the result 

that the remainder of the dayis affairs may be thrown off 
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schedule, to be postponed until nl.ght, or wedged in wherever 

possible. 

The same remarks apply in only a slightly lesser degree 

to the President's primary aides and assistants; their time like-

wise needs to be carefully guarded. These matters seem not to 

have been adequately studied by the Presidency personnel concerned 

--or if they have been, the conclusions reached have not been 

effectively applied. Without adequate recognition of the value 

of careful planning in this matter, the problems of coordinat1on 

and of rapid and effective work accomplishment are more difficult 

to solve. 

(8) The role of the Secretatre d•Etat 1 la Presidence. A very ·impor

tant specific problem of the organization of the Presidency ts 

the fact that the role of the Secreta1re d1 Etat a la Pr~sidence 

is not clearly defined. As a Secr.etary of State, it is clear 

only that he is the second ranking man in the Presidency. It is 

' not clear whether he is to act as an assistant to the President, 

handling only those matters which the President assigns to him 

on a day-to-day basis, or is to serve as a sort of super Directeur 

de Cabinet in the traditional sense, generally managing the 

stream of political affairs that require the President 1 s atten~ 

tion, or is to serve as the manager and coordinator of the Presi~ 

dency, relieving the President of the necessity of directing the 

Presidency as an institution and thereby allowing him more free-

dom to deal with the matters of -policy that require his atten-

tton and decision. The l~ck of clear understandings on this 

point is perhaps the most important reason for the problem of 

coordination of the work of the Presidency, Much of what the 
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Secretaire dtEtat does at present tends to overlap the formal 

attributions of the Directeur du Cab'inet. These two, as well 

as the Secretaire General, seem to have informally arrived at 

a division of functions which avoids c.onflict between them. 

However, the work and position of the Secretaire dtEtat are 

variously understood in different parts of the Presidency, 

and this situation reduees the possibility of smooth coordina-

tton. His presence. presents an opportunity to focus responsi-

bility for coordination, but so 19ng as no carefully thought 

out decision about his role is made, and so long as no written 

text defines his functions or lists his attributions, this op-

portqnity becomes instead a source of confusion. 

(9) The roles· of the D~recteur du Cabine~nd Secretaire General. 

Rl.~~1y because of the above-mentioned uncertainity about the role 

of the SecretaiI'e d'Etat, the role of the Directeu.r du Cabinet 

is also in need of clarification! If there were no Secr~taire 

a1Etat a la Presidence, the work of the Directeur du Cabinet 

would consist mostly of the following tasks! (a) the prelim-

!nary examination of incoming mail to keep the President in-

formed of important matters; (b) the examination and presenta-

tion to the President of documents requiring his signature; 

(c} the transmission orally or in writing of the Presidentts 

instructions to the Departments concerning matters ·which have 

been presented to him; (d) the transmission of other orders of 

the President to the Services of the Presidency or to the De-
' 

partments and following up on their execution so as to report 

on · them to the President; (e} preparing the work for the 

President in Council, ~rafting the minutes, and circulating 
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them to the Departments; (f) h~ndling reserved questions, 

especially the urgent or confidential ones; (g) redoing or 

modifying certain proposals p:t'esented by .the Departments in 

accordance with the President 1 s instruct.ions; and {h) giving 

instructions to the Services which serve the Presidency in com-

mon concerning the execution of their responsibilities, and super

vising their functioning.l However, since the appointment of a 

Secretaire d 1Etat ~ la Presidence in May 1955, the latter has 

been given some of these functions to perfor·m--particularly {f) 

above, but also . in some cases (c}, (d), and (g). Also, the 

Secretaire d'Etat often represents the President in various 

ceremonies when the President is unable to attend, he attends 

meetings of the Council, and he is sometimes sent on foreign 

missions. Thus it can be seen that the roles of these two 

persons have become mixed, and need to be defined so as to 

avoid confusion. Also, it will be noted that the work of the 

Directeur du Cabinet, in practiee 1 consists largely of trans-

mi tting communicat:lo.ns to and from the President, providing the 

services of a secretariat to the Council, and directing the ac-

tivities of certain services in the Presidency. {See the organi-

zation chart on pagG 4 , but see also the remarks below con-

cerning the Chef du Cabinet Particulier and the Secretaire 

Particul1 er.) 

1The formal attributions of the Directeur du Cabinet include several other 
matters, such as 11 po11t1cal propaganda, political expenditures, and political 
intelligence. 11 (Arrete No. 22/Cab-Pres. of 17 June 1952, modified by arretes 
Nos. 126-PTT/DL and 154-PTT/KT of 3 Sept. and 4 Oct. 1954) As far as the present 
study was able to determine, ho~rever, these functions are at present largely 
handled elsewhere • 

. . 



The work of the Secretaire General is officially d!stin-

• gu1shed from that of the Directeur du Cabinet by the qual1f1ca-

tion of matters he handlE!s as 11 administrat1ve,11 while the D!rec-

teur's business ts 11 pol1tical. 11 There is of course no criterion 

that is valid in all cases to make the nistinct1on; it is made, 

when questtor.s arise, by the personal evaluations of these two 

officers or their chief assi~tants. Th~y must work in close 

collaboration to avoid conflicts and confusion, but disagreements , 

about who should handle particular matters arise occasionally. 

The Secr6taire General studies and prepares summary abstracts of 

_matters that are to be submitted to the Council, reviews legis-

lation and regulations coming from the Departments to be subm:l.tted 

to the President for signature, coordinates, under the dirfrction 

of the President, the '1 administrative action" of the Government, 

and supervises the publication of the JORVN. In addition, he 

is responsible for the elaboration and study of plans for ad-

ministrattve reform. 

The Seereta1re General and the Directeur du Cabinet thus 

manage most of the day-to-day flow of business betweC;n the 

Presidency and the remainder of the Government, and although 

the Directeur du Cabinet t~chnically takes precedence over 

the Secreta1,re General, the relationship between the two more 

nearly approaches that of collaborators of equal status. Should 

the Directeur du Cabtnet disapprove of a proposal wM.ch the 
\ 

Secretaire General wishes to submit to the President, he cannot 

prevent its submission but can merely record his disapproval. 

The work of the sections of the Presidency directed by 

these two persons is further complicated by the fact that the 
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prepatory work done in the Departments on propo~als, drafts 

of regulations, and partfoularly on reports is often inade

quate. The Direction du Cabinet and the Secretariat General 

have to spend much time telephoning the Departments for ad-

ditional information and in reworking the materials that are 

submitted by the Departments. 

(10) The roles of the Chef du Cabinet Pal'ticulier and the Secr~taire 

. Parti~ulier. The Cabinet Particulier and the Secretariat Par

ticulier are nominally a part of the Cabinet de la Pr,sidence, 

under the direction of the Dil'ecte111~. In practice, they work 

for the most part independently of his supervision, in direct 

contact with the President. Both the Chef du Cabinet Partic-

ulier and the Secretaire Particulier have access to the Presi-

dent at any time. Many confidential matters are transmitted 

to or from the President by the Chef du C8binet Particulier, 

and he handles most of the secret correspondence with Viethamese 

representatives in Paris, Washington, and Tokyo. The Secretaire 

Particulier handles the personal correspondence of the Presi-

dent and much of the official communication with impo1~tant 

governmental agencies in Vietnam, such as the Regional Delegues, 

as well as some with Vietnamese representatives abroad. But 

also, since he is also Chef du Service du Chiffre, all coded 

communications, including those sent by the Department of 

Foreig~ Affairs, are coded and transmitted by the Secretaire 

Particulier--except for those confidential or highly secret 

ones handled by the Chef du Cabinet Part1cul1er. In these 
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cases, the latter borrows the code from the Secretaire Particulier, 

codes or decodes the message, and transmits it to the President 



or to its overseas destination. Neither of these persons has 

had training in cryptography, nor do they have trained crypto-

graphers at their disposition. Both units are understaffed; 

the Chef du Cabinet Particulter has only one assistant and the 

Secretaire Particulier has only four--includtng the Service du 

Chiffre. Because of this shortage of personnel, the Service 

du Ch1ffre is not a separate unit in the Secretariat Particulier. 

This shortage places a heavy burden on these personnel because 

they have to rotate their hours at work so as to maintain 2i~ 

hour service. 

The Secr~taire Part1cul1er is responsible for maintaining 

the President's cal~ndar and daily schedule of audiences, atten-

dance at ceremonies, etc., and in the latter function he works in 

collaboration wHh the Service du Protocole. Howev-er, others, 

such as the Chef du Cabinet Particulier and the Directeur du 

Cabinet, also participate in the scheduling of the President's 

audiences. 

Thus the roles of the Chef du Cabinet Particulier and the 

Secretaire Particulier are not adequately distinguished, and their 

nominal position in the Direction du Cabinet is equivocal. Lack 

of clarity in their roles is another factor contributing to the 

difficulty of coordination in the Presidency. 

(11) Th~ roles of the Charges de Mission a ln Presidence. - - ·---'---- An 1mpor-

tant group of persons in the Presidency 2re the five Charg~s de 

Mission who are placed under the direct control of the Presi-

dent. Each rras the responsibility for following, coordinating, 

and reporting directly to the President on specific matters of 

particular importance. One is charged with directing the 
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Presidential Press Service; another, who strictly speaking is 

not a Charge de Mission but is a Chef de Service, is charged with 

the Service of Political and Social Studies. This latter Ser-

vice studies and reports to the President on special questions 

which he assigns to it. A third special service is the Charge 

de Mission who handles matters rela~ed to the Geneva Agreements 

and maintains liaison with the International Control COtllmission. 

There is a fourth Charg~ de Mission 1.n charge of Chinese Affairs, 

and a fifth whose particular assignment has not yet been fixed. 2 

These persons serve as high level administrative assistants to 

the President; their responsibilities are not formally defined 

and the services they direct are not formally organized by 

decree or arrete except in the case of the Service of Political 

and Social Studies. Bac·ause of the special nature of the 

matters which are assigned to them no serious problem in co

ordination arises, · except in the case of the Service du Presse. 

Because - he stands between the daily activities of the Presi-

dent and the representatives of th~ foreign and domestic press, 

the question of coordinating his work with certain other ser-

vices of the Presidency is of particular importance. This co-

ordination is not at present satisfactorily effected, and this 

is due in part to the fact that the functions and responsibil-

ities of this Charge de MiSBion have not been clearly defined. 

The line dividing his responsib111tes from those of the Ministry 

A s1xth official in the Presidency is attached directly to the President. He 
is an Advisor, responsible for relations with French Technical Assistance. A 
large part of his work at present consists of coordinating the grants of scholar
ships to France. 



of Informatton ne~ds to be ascertained, but this cannot be 

done until a deciston ·is made about the extent to which the 

Press Service will serve as a public relations organ for the 

President. Policies need to be established concerning the 

setting ()f deadlines for advance preparat1.oo and distribntion 

of speeches. The question of whether this Charg~ · de Mission, 

someone else, or no one is to be the off1.c1n.l spokesman for 

the President should be examined and a decision made. Until 

these matters are settled, the potential effectiveness of the 

' Presidential Press Service cannot be realized. 

(12) The organs of economic and budget~ry policy development and 

program control. The Presidency is not at present equipped 

to give leadership and direction to the Government in the 

development and control of economic and budgetary policy, and 

this is one of the widest gaps in the organization of the 

Executive. With problems of economic stability and d~velop-

ment coming to the fore, and with a significant proportion of 

the national budget for the moment based on foreign aid, 

there is a need for a policy focus close to the President in 

these matters. 

There are organs presently attached to the Presidency 

which would normally ~ulfill these important functions, but 

certain obstacles exist. The decision was recently made to 

detach the Direction du Budget from the Department of Finance 

and to attach it to the Presidency. The budget function in 

the Government of Vietnam has not been developed as a means 

of positive policy leadership and formulation. The crucial 

functions of fixing ceilings in advance fo~ the government's 

18 
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major programs and effective central budget review of each 

agency's expenditure estimates have not been viewed as the 

important tools of program control th~t they could become. 

Emphasis has instead been placed on central control of indi-

vidual expendittires by the Departments, and the procedures of 

review and clearance are oo)lplex and slow. Until this emphasis 

is changed, the transfer of the budget agency to the Presidency 

will probably not have s:tgntficant meaning in strengthening 

the Pres1dent1s influence on policy development and program con-

trol. But if an effective and modern budget system is to be 

developed, there ts a need for trained budget officers, not only 

in the central budget agency but also in each Department. At 

present there are very few budget personnel trained in develop-

ing budgBtary artd accounting classifications based on programs or 

in estimating future expenditure needs i.n terms of program ac-

compl1shment. Finally, the military budget is at present out-

side of the control of the central budget agency. Until a con-

solidated government budget is adopted, the gains in developing 

a central budget office will o_f necessity be small. 

Another organ of potential significance in fi:ping this 
tW, M/.N~r~~c~ 

lacuna is the Direction G-enerale du Plan, formerly a part of 

.the Ministry of Planning and Reconstruction, but attached to 

the Presidency since August when that Ministry was .d1$mantled. 

This agency is at. present small, but it contains very competent 
I 

personnel., At present, however, its work is not integrated with 

the central. budget review process nor related to program planning 

in the various Departments. The long range studies and proposals 

Which 1t prepares will have little meaning unless they are 
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accepted by the Departments as guides for program planning 

and are integrated with annual budgetary allocations. But 

policy development on this level is also a political matter, 

regardless of whether the decisions to be made deal with 

economic, industrlal, public works englneering, or agricultural 

questions. Therefore the planning agency needs to be closely 

related to a policy organ such .as the Conseil Superienr du Plan, 

which is a co111mittee of the Council of Ministers. Finally, 

because of the close relationship of many government programs 

to foreign economic aid, the coordination of decisions concern

ing the allocation and use of such aid needs to be closely 

rela ted to planning and budgetary functions. The absence of 

integration of planning decisions with the work of the Comite 

Nationale de l'Aide Exterieur would seriously inhibit the co

ordination of realistic economic and financial policy develop

·ment. 

(13) Presidential influr:_nce of personnel policy. The decision was 

recently made to transfer . the government's central pel'sonnel 

agency, the Direction de la Fonction Publique, from the 

Department of the Interior to the Presidency. If the functions 

of this agency are appropriately developed, it cari become the 

focal point of . civil service reform and modernization. If it 

continues to perform only the functions it performs at present, 

little will have been gained by transfer1•ing it to the Presi

dency. The Direction de la Legislation et du Contentieux 

spends most . of !ts time in the· preparation and interpretation 

of salary and pension regulations. This Direction could become 

an agency of policy le~dership in recruitment, placement, 



. 
training, employee representation, executive development, 

research, and other fields of modern pe~sonnel administra-

t1on. This would require a larger staff and a more flexible 

and imaginative view of personnel administration than now 

exists. The Direction de l'Admtnistration du Personnel deals 

with individual cases in such matters as int~r-Departmental 

transfers and leaves. Many of the functions which it performs 

might well be decentralized to the various Departments, while 

those that require central administration could be transferred 

to the Direction de la Legislation et du Contentieux. To 

effect these changes would require, first, the development of 

a more positive and dynamic conception of the personnel func-

tion; and second, active personnel divisions tn the various 

Departments. Both of these innovations presuppose the estab-

lishment of in-service training courses for present personn~l. 

(14) Problems needing further study. Several problems were noted 

during the course of the present survey which could not be 

investigated thoroughly because of lack of time. Among them 

are the need for more effective methods of ensuring the secur-

ity of the President and of Independence Palace, more efficient 

and modern methods of filing and records management, and more 

modern methods of internal telecommunications. These problems 

are merely listed here as worthy of further systematic atten-

tion, with no attempt to detail the needs in each area. 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE ORGANIZATION AND METHODS OF THE 

PRESIDENCY 

It is always simpler to identify problems than to find solutions. 

21 
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The following proposals are not offered on tne assumption that they 

are the only possible solutions to the problems which nave been dis-

cussed. They do, however, seem to promise reasonably effective re-

suits in the long_ run. The Government of Vietnam has opted for a 

presidential system of government, in wbich the democratically con-

trolled executive will possess the administrative means to develop 

and propose polices to a repre$,entat1ve assembly, and to put into 

effect those policies app1•oved by such an assemply. ,Had the choice 

been for a different form of government, somG of the recommendations 

would have taken a different form. Also, the framework for some of 

these recommendations was pr•ovtded 'by dec1,S1ons taken by the Government 

independently of the present study. The recommehdations of budgeting 

and planning, for example, might have been consideralilly different had 

the Government not decided to move the Direction du ~udget to the 

Presidency. Taking these decisions as given, and aiming to overcome · 

the problems listed in the preceding sectio·n, the changes ano innova-

t1ons proposed below should lay the found~tiens for constructing a 

Presidency capable of performing the f'unctiohs ou..tlined in the first 

section of this report. 

(l) The responsibility for coordinating the work of the Presidency 
~~ --·__,.-·- ·-

should be focussed in the Secretaire d•Etat a la PreSidence. He 

is the only person in a position to relieve tne President of the 

necessity of attending to matters of management of the Presidency, 

thereby giving him more freedom to deal with questions of general 

policy. The Secretaire d•Etat should not be an Assistant Pres1-

dent, but ra~her an Assistant to the President, who would be 

responsible, und er the President•s gener•al direction, for co-

ordinating the functions of the Presidency 1n policy development, 



managing the day to day flow of business with the Departments, 

and handling such special assignments as the President would 
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give to him. He should be given the kind of high level assistance 

he would need to accomplish these functions, particularly the 

coordination of the d~ily communications to and from the Depart

ments. ·Much of this vital work could be delegated to a Secre

taire d1Etat Adjoint, who should be a person of at least the 

stature of a Directeur du Cabinet. In addition, he might be 

given a special assistant to help in the analysis and preparation 

of special assignments given by the President. 

An important yet simple method of improving coordination 

would be ·the institution of weekly staff meetings of all Chefs 

de Service. 

(2) The Cabinet Particulier, the Secretaire Particulier (in~ing the 

Service du Chiffre) should be tak~out of the Direction du Cab~ 

and attached directly to the President, subject ~9 the requirement 

of coordinating with the Secretaire a1~ a la Presidence. This 

change would merely formalize the existing pattern of relation

ships, while emphasizing the need for coordination with the rest 

of the Presidency. 

(3) The Service du Chlf'fre should be placed under the control_~t:_~ 

Chef du Cab1~t P~rt~c~lie~nd the latter sh9uld_E_~_!~de re

sponsible for handling aJ.~ded communtcations to and from the 

President. The present division of this responsibility between 

the Secretaire Pa~ticulier and the Chef du Cabinet Particulier 

leaves the door open for uncoordinated action. Additional per

sonnel should be assigned to the Cabinet Part1culier so as to 



permit it to discharge its responsibilities of liaison without 

undue st~a1n and with more effecti~eness. 

(4) The Secreta1re Par•ticulier "'1ould be given sole responsibility 

~~r establishing, under the direction -of the President, the 

President's daily schedule and his calendar of activities. The - -- --------·------
daily schedule should be realistic, and should be followed con-

sc1entiously except when emergencies impose departures from it. 

The Secretaire Part1culier should be the guardian of the fresi-

dent's time, and should be reco~ni~ed as such by all concerned. 

In addition, the Secreta1re Particulter should be charged with 

handling the Pr·esident 1 s personal correspondence, as he does at 

present. The Secretaire Particuliet• should be made responsible 

for advance coordination where necessary with other Services of 

the Presidency, particularly Press, Protocol, Interior, and 

Security. Of cou..,se, he would matntatn constant liaison with 

the Secretaire d 1Etat a la Pi-~sidence. 

(5) The Etat-Major should~bo_ltshed~ and military aides for la~, 

sea, and air should be appointed, respons~~e~irectly t~he 

President. These aide~ should be high-ranking military officers, 

and should be charged with maintaining liaison with the armed 

forces and with handling such specific assignments as the Prest-

dent might make, including the study of policy propos8.ls related 

to the nattqnal defense. 

(6) All auxiliary and common services in the Presidency should be 

consolidated under a Directeur des Services Generales, who should 

have no other responsibilities than assuring coordinated and 

efficient services to all persons nnd units in the Presidency 

engaged in the formulation and control of governmental policy. 

24 
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The units included would be the Services de Securite, d' Ordre,. 

de Protocole, de Comptabilite et Personnel, de l'Interieur, des 

Archives, and du JORVN. Give the Service dtOrdre authority to 

route incoming mail directly to the units concerned, without 

clearing it through the office of the Directeur des Services 

Generales. Establish a consolidated typing pool under the direc-

tion of the Chef de Service dtOrdre. Consolidate the files of 

the Presidency in the Service des Archives.' 

The responsibilities of the Charges de Mission should be defined 

in terms of the -attr:tbutions of each, but organizational units 

should not be established for each. Their positions should be 

flexible, to be established or abolished according to need. 

Those with whom the President wishes to maintain constant con-

tact should be kept directly responsible to him; others should 

be placed under the coordinating responsibility of the Secretaire 

dtEtat a la Presidence, or under a coordinator responsible to him. 

Press Service should bo defined to include maintaining liaison 

with representatives of the domestic and foreign press and with 

various governmental agencies, particularly the Department of 

Information; establishing and maintaining a system of accredita-

tion for photographers and reporters; planning and convening 

Presidential press conferences; preparing and distributing press 

releases, including advance distribution of speeches of the Prest-

dent; keeping the President informed of news in the fpreign and 

domestic press; maintaining a long-range calendar of dates and 

events which may require a Presidential statement o~ his ·presence, 

and keeping the President and the Secretaire Particulier informed 



of such dates and events; · and est~blishing and maintaining a 

"press room" in the Palece. fie should study and propose to the 

President policies concerning the coordination and setting of 

deadlines for the preparation and advance distribution of speeches. 

He should be responsible directly to the President, and should 

ser·ve as the President 1 s spokesman to the press. His role would 

~-ot include public relattons or propo.ganda; his prtmar;r responsi-

bility would instead be to facilitate the communication of the 

President with the public through the press. 

(9) A number of Charges dtEtudes should be_ established in the Presi

dency, to be available to the President, the Secretaire d•Etat, 

and any other persons responsible for program analysis and the 

study of policy proposals. They should be competent to do re-

search and make analyses in given areas, such as econornics, 

finance, public law, administrative organization, or social prob-

lems. Their number should not be large, and they should be 

placed under the control of a Coordonnateur d'Etudes responsible 

to the Secr~taire d•Etat. This could be the same coordinator 

responsible for the coordination of the Charges de Mission, 1f 

such were established. The Coordonnateur d•Etudes would be 

responsible for allocating the Charges d'Etudes as needed for 

long or short range projects, and assigning project.s to them 

himself when they wer~ not being used elsewhere. They would 

not constitut~ an organizational unit, but would .in a sense pro-

vide a 11 pool of expertise" to be used as needed by various parts 

of the Presidency. If he deemed it desirable, the President could 

make one or more such persons responsible directly to him for the 

execution of specific projects. Their role would not be to 
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formulate policy, but to provide the assistance of specialized 

knowledge to those responsible for policy making. 

(10) The Direction du Budget should be brought into the Presi~cy and 

placed under the direct control of the Sccretaire Gen~ral. The ---- . _. __ , _____ _ 
Secretariat General should be reorganized to permit the integra-

tion of the budget ngency, and the whole should be designated 

the Direction du Budget et de la L~gislation Genlrale. The 

title 01' the Secretaire GenerPl would then become "Directeur 

du Budget et de la Legisl>ltion Generale." He tJould retain h1.s 

pre.sent responsibiliti-es for the analysis of legislative pro-

posals from the Departments, and would have the additional re-

sponsibilities of supervising the prepar~tion of th~ budget, re-

viewing the Departmental expenditure estimates, and making rec-

ommcndations to the President. He would exercise such controls 

over budget execution r:is might be established tn ~ reformed 

budgetary system, such as approving monthly or quarterly allot- . 

ments, and requil"ing the establishment of contingency reserves. 

He would work in close collaboration with the Directeur du Plan 

during budget preparation. His organization would consist of a 

Secr~tariat, a Service de l•Analyse des Requ€'tes, and a Service 

de la Legislation G~n~ralc. He ~ould need at least one Adjoint 

in addition to the one he has now, and the staff of his Services 

would have to be large enough to permit him to carry out his 

responsibilities. 

The details of this proposal wUl not be outlinE:d here, since 

they will depend largely upon the extent to which budgetary reform 

is carried out in accord with the discussion in Part II of this 

report. It is appropriate to mention here that a detailed 
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proposal for budgetary reform was made to the Ministry of Finance 

· in the Summer of 1955, including a proposal for a new budget law. 

This proposal should be restudied in connection with the proposals 

that are made in the present report. 

This proposal to bring the budget agency into the Presidency 

proper is made because of the close relation ·between budgetary 

program planning and the work of legislative analysis performed 

by the Secretariat General, the similarly close relation that 

should be established between budgeting and long-range planning, 

and the need, if they are both to be effective, to place them 

close to the President. But also, if the budget is to become an 

effective instrument of executive management in the Government, it 

must be placed under the control of a competent and energetic 

high level administrator who can transmit the President 1 s wishes 

directly to the organization. An effective budget system cannot 

be established overnight, and determined and imaginative leadership 

will be required to plan, begin, and realize the reforms that will 

be necessary. The minimum steps which should be t aken are the fol

lowing: 

(a} Train budget personnel in program budget classification, 

both in the Direction du Budget and in the Departments. 

(b) Establish a budget system which would r equire effective· 

central review of departmental expenditure estimates. 

(c) Develop, in the Department of Finance, sound methods of 

estimating revenues. · 

(d) Consolidate the civil and the military budgets. 

(11) The planning agency, now attached to the Presidency, should 

be moved into the Pres~dency on a pl~_ w1th the Direction 



du Budget et de la Leg!slatton Generale. This would complete ---------·-----=-----·---
the structure of the Presidency by properly integrating eco-

nomic policy de·-1elopment and program control, and bringing 

both under the direction of the President. This agency 

should consist of two organs: The Service du Plan and the 

Comite Nationale de 1 1Aide Exterieur. It would, as has already 

been emphasized, collaborate closely with the budget agency. 

But here yet another .organ would participate: The Conseil 

Sup.erteur.· du Plan, a caM.net committee. This Council should 

continue to exist, but a change in its name to 11 Conseil du 

Developpement Economique11 would give 1nore infm:·mation about 

its object1.ves and would perhaps aid public understanding of its 

role. It would be under the Presidentts direction and its role 

would be to give him advice on questions of economic poli~y and 

planning. It may be desirable to alter the composition of the 

Council in the direction of making it a cabinet committee of 

the whole. 

The diagrams on the following two pages outline a planning 

process in general te~ms which can be used as a guide in work-

1ng out the actual planning procedures and relating them to the 

annual budgetary process. It should be understood that the 

foreign aid <:!ommittee is included in the 11 Service du Plan" of 

the diagram. 

(12) The Direction de la Fonction Publique should be developed into 

an organ of personnel policy leadership. A study should be 

undertaken to determine the practicabU1ty of transferring 

the control over individual personnel actions, how centralized 

in the Direction de l'Administration du Personnel, to the 

.personnel units in the various Departments. If the central 

agency 1s control over individual cases could be decentralized, 
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PROPOSED CENTRAL PLANNING PROCESS 

1) At President •s request , each partmcnt preparee a program w 1ch nclud a: 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

These departmental proposals 

2) which prepares a 
general repor : 

3) Counctl of Ee nom1c . 
Development cons1d rs 
general epor ; fixes 
(a) obj c 1ves 
(b) pr1or1t1e 
(c) major pro ram o ·t11n 

4 ) Decis on ar 
communica d to I 

s rv c du Plan 

5 ) D partm nte revise pro rm ob ct1v 

(a) Lcg1 lat1v propo a l a for r r y r, 
(b) Budg t t1 t I 

(c) Long-ran pr j ct sch dul , w1th 

rv1c du Pl n 

}0 



6) 

7) 

8 ) 

10) 

Long-range project 
schedules go back 
to Service du Plan, 
which incorporates 
them into revised 
General Plan which 
it has already be
gun. Coordina~es 

with Budget Bureau 
(see oppos 1 te) • 

Council of Economic 
Development receives 
General Plan and fi~st 
year budget, reviews, 
makes recom!!lendations 
to President who makes 
final decisions. 

President submits Plan 
and Budget to National 
Assembly. 

Presi ent transmits 
to Service du Flan, 
Budp;et Bureau, 
and Mtnis ries. 

I 
Legislat1v~ proposals and 
buda;et estimates go to Burea 
of Budget, with copies to 
Service du Plan for informa
tion . Budget Bureau reviews, 
begins preparation of Presi
dent• s budget. Representatives 
of Service du Plan sit in on 
final stages of review . 

'ational Assembly 
considers, adopts 
necessary legisla
tion, transmits to 
President . 

--Ministries begin execution, subject to budget controls. When Min stries prepare 
projects obliga~ing funds, qf~ect1ng credit, employment, or purchasing power, 
cop! s go to Sei>v1ce du Plan. 3erv1ce du Plan makes periodic reports to Presi
dent, advisin on problems of coordination and revision. President coo dinates 
through Cc.unc11 of Economic Development, wh1ct1 meets once a week until prac ice 
shows less frequent meetings needed. 
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the function of policy development could be ene~gized. Per-

sonnel research is much needed in Vietnam, and the Directi9n 

de la Fonction Publique could make a notable contribution in 

this direction. Training programs, employee representation 

systems, recruitment and examination methods--these and m~ny 

more aspects of personnel management should be developed. 

They can be developed by a central personn~l agency under 

' dynamic leadership. 

ThP. structureof the Presidency, reorganized as outlined 

in these pages, is shown in the organization chart on the 

following page. 

(13) A survey could be made at an early date to exam1ne the possi-

bil1t1es of remodeling and ex~nding the office space avail

able to Presidency personnel. If it should prove impractical · 
---... -----
to remodel the Palace of Independence, the poss ibil tty of con-

structing a new office building on the Palace grounds should 

be explored. 

(14) Short intenstve training c~1rses should be organized for per-

sonnel in the Services du Presse, Protocole, and ~hi~.!£..~· Such 

courses might be arranged in conjunction with appropriate U. S. 

or other foreign agencies in SA.fgon. A long-range recruitment 

plan for Presidency personnel might be prepared, which would lay 

the basis for bringing in only the better trained and most 

competent civil servants. 

(15) Surveys should be made of the Presidency's security, filing, 

and internal telecommunications systems to determine 1.£.J.mproved 

methods could be instituted. Speciulists in th~se matters are 

available in the Michigan State Un1ver~1ty Group, should the 

Government wish to call on them for such a purpose. 
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